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UK Made Recycled
Materials

Water Saving

Sustainable
Materials

Recyclable EU Made

We aim to provide transparency regarding
the sustainability credentials of the products
you choose. 

Our straightforward "Eco Icons" showcased
on quotes illustrate the sustainable features
of our product offerings. 

OUR ICONS



Elevate your mobile experience with the latest tech accessories! From
sleek designs going straight in your pocket to wireless charging stations
that redefine convenience, designed to elevate your smartphone. 

With cutting-edge designs and functionalities, these accessories are
more than just add-ons—they're the perfect companions to unlock the
full potential of your device.

ALL NEW 
TECH
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SCX.DESIGN WIRELESS
CHARGING BASE

ROAMER WIRELESS
CHARGER

MAGNETIX RECYCLED
PLASTIC MAGNETIC
POWERBANK

NOMAD WIRELESS
CHARGER



With nearly 30 years of existence, more than 180 design awards, fruitful
collaborations with some of the most prestigious designers, a presence in 90
countries and more than 6,000 points of sale, as well as a significant
activity in the corporate gift business, Lexon has established itself as a
French design brand known worldwide.

We can fully brand and provide in presentation cases as shown here, or
provide in smaller runs from a wide range of matching colour ranges on the
following page.

LEXON X “INSERT
YOUR BRAND NAME”
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FLIP+ - LEXON X 
ALARM CLOCK

TYKHO 3 - LEXON X 
DAB RADIO

MINA M - LEXON X 
TABLE LAMP

MINO+ - LEXON X 
MINI SPEAKER



With minimalist and versatile design, these items are for those who are
looking for a bit more than a gift. 

A creative twist not only on the ambience of your living space, but
technology for every day use. 

NEXT LEVEL OF
PREMIUM GIFTS
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C-PEN BLACK INK
BLALPOINT PEN WITH
USB-C FLASH MEMORY

STELI TABLE LAMP

ORBE PORTABLE LED
LAMP WITH MOVING
HEAD

MANO AUTOMATIC
HYDROALCOHOLIC GEL
DISPENSER WITH LED
LIGHT



Unless you have been living under a rock, there is no doubt you have
heard of the famous tumbler made by a certain company...

For this year, the famous design has finally arrived to the merchandise
world, offering a fusion of style and functionality. Featuring double
walled stainless steel insulation and a secure screw-on lid with a straw
for spill-free sipping, it’s an on-the-go essential. 

THIS ONE DOESN’T
NEED A TITLE
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Retap follows the Scandinavian design traditions with its simple and
functional lines in the design.

The Retap Bottle has become a design icon with its beautiful look,
eyecathing shape and high quality. The idea of having a one-piece-
design without any edges makes the Retap Bottle special. The bottle’s
shape guarantees a great water flow and makes it easy to refill at the
tap. All in all, the Retap Bottle matches the Scandinavian design
heritage perfectly.

DANISH 
DESIGN ICON
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By using waste materials to make new products which are then fully
recyclable, we can reuse the same materials over and over, closing the
circle. This drastically reduces CO2 emissions, stops consumption of the
planet’s precious resources, and eliminates pollution; the three core
environmental challenges humanity faces.

By joining us on this mission for Circularity, together we can take real
steps towards a sustainable future.

MADE FROM WASTE,
TO END WASTE.
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CIRCULAR STAINLESS
STELL TRAVEL MUG, 16OZ

CIRCULAR STAINLESS
STEEL TRAVEL MUG, 12OZ

CIRCULAR STAINLESS
STEEL TRAVEL MUG, 8OZ



SOMETHING NEW
FROM OUR FRIENDS
AT
How long a writing instrument is used depends on how people assess its
value and benefit. The higher the perception of value and the better it
works, the longer people want to use it. The QS Stone models set the
bar here.

Let’s not forget that pen an paper go together, and this year prodir have
collaborated with mishmash to release a complimentary notebook to
ago along side prodir’s wide range of eco conscious pens. 
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12.
DS11 
AS SIMPLE AS 1+1

MM01 
ELEGANT & COMPACT 

QS50 - STONE 
LOOKS TIMELESS. FEELS
CLASSIC. TOTALLY NEW.



We’re firm supporters of sustainable sourcing and production of
materials, therefore every year we make it our mission to offer
sustainable garments made from organic or recycled materials. 

Fast fashion is at it’s all time high and we believe the best way to
combat this is simply by supplying high quality products that have been
made to last. 

PROMOTION 
WITH STYLE
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RECYCLED BELT BAG
ASCENDER TWO LAYER
SOFT SHELL
BODYWARMER

RILA LIGHTWEIGHT
RECYCLED COTTON
HOODIE

SLIDERS

 SOFT DAYPACK



Offering design that creates memories for life is what drives us. We’re
sure there are objects in your life that still awake strong feelings in you.
The backpack you had on your favourite trip or the cast iron pan your
family always made pancakes in. Our vision is to recreate these
memories for you and generations to come by offering our customers
Scandinavian design for home and leisure activities.

VINGA 
COLLECTION
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VINGA BALTIMORE
NOTEBOOK
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VINGA VOLONNE AWARE
RECYCLED CANVAS
BEACH MATVINGA VOLONNE AWARE

RECYCLED CANVAS
COOLER TOTE BAG

VINGA CIRO RECYCLED
VACUUM BOTTLE 
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Bring extra theatre to your next event with this fun, recycled and
fully brandable oil barrel furniture.

Great solutions for tables, stools and much more for events and
shows ...

DID SOMEONE SAY
BARREL POS?



With festival season just around the corner it’s time to put forward
more trendy (and useful) items for all your fans out there. 

Ranging from full colour reversible design bucket hats all the way up to
gazebo’s and pop up kiosks. 

TIME TO GET
FESTIVAL READY
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POP-UP KIOSK

19.

BOTTLE COOLER BAGFULLY RECYCLABLE
DEODRANT, SUNBLOCK
AND LIP BALM OPTIONS

FULL COLOUR PRINTED
DOUBLE SIDED 
BUCKET HAT
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Engaging your audience is becoming increasingly challenging, but fear
not—we have the perfect solutions for you! 

When it comes to events, we excel at injecting excitement. This year,
we've opted for a proven and reliable pop-up basketball stand. Fully
branded with your logo or campaign.

Whether you're gearing up for a forthcoming trade show, offering a
giveaway incentive, or organising a team-building activity to spark
some friendly competition, we've got all your needs covered.

MAKE YOUR EVENTS
MORE ENGAGING 



Kick start your golf season with quality gifts that reflect the quality of
your brand. 

With products of well known golf brands like Titleist, make your mark
on the golf course with branded golf items. 

GOLF 
SEASON
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GOLF BALL SHAPED
LIP BALM
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CUP & SHANK
PRINTED TEESTITLEIST 

GOLF BALLS

POKER CHIP WITH
REMOVABLE BALL
MARKER



NOT FORGETTING, THE
ULTIMATE LUXURY GIFTS ...

... ARRANGED BY US,
GIFTED BY YOU.
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Tel: 01454 27 00 04
experts@thesourcer.com
www.thesourcer.com


